
Temporary guardianship letter for the supervision of an adolescent  
under Age of 18 by a person which have parental authority 

Please keep the document during the event with you.

This temporary guardianship letter is only valid for the visit of events which are organized by Music Eggert (organizer).  
The underage person ( at least 16 y.o.) and the parental authority (at least 18 y.o.) are obliged to carry their ID cards 
and this authorization with them during the whole event. The IDs and this authorization need to be shown when 
asked by the organizer (Music Eggert) or the regulatory authorities or the police.
 
Music Eggert reserves the right, to deny the entry to an adolescents which is accompanied by a person who 
has the parental authority.

We/Us as the parental authorities or parents (Please show a copy of the ID when you get asked *):

  

confirm, that from________________________ (date), for the visit of the event 
____________________________ (event), the following full aged person 
(the person having legal authority) (Please show the ID when you get asked **):

takes over the Parental supervision for our under aged daughter/son (at least 16 y.o.)
(Please show the ID when you get asked **)

I/We know the authorized person well and trust her/him. I/We have no doubt in the rationality and maturity of the authorized 
person. I/We am/are sure, that he/she will act in our sences. In order to ensure this, the supervisor will permanently be close to 
my/our child during the visit of the event. We/I am/are sure, that my/our daughter/son will follow the instructions of
the authorized person.
 
 
 
 

  
  „I / we hereby consent (name, date of birth)  …………………………………………………………………
        
        …………………………………………………………………
  as a legal guardian, participate in the medical measures required to carry out the COVID-19 PCR test on the minor  
  (in particular the taking of Smears in the nose and throat area)

*Note to the data privacy/ID card:
For the unambiguous comparison of data 
only first name, surname, date of birth and
signature are required. The copy of the ID 
has to be presented on demand and has 
to be carried during the event.

surname, name 

 

street  

 

zipcode, city 

 

telephone

surname, name 

 

street

 

zipcode, city 

 

telephone date of birth:

surname,Name 

 

date of birth:

date, signature parents/parent

PLEASE FILL OUT AND CARRY TWO COPIES WITH YOU

**without a valid ID card no entrance is  
allowed supervisor and the under aged  
person need to come to the box office  
together

date, signature authorized parental authority

date, signature parents/parent
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